IN previous work it has been suggested that the lowtemperature thermally excited electronic states of many aromatic "free radical" solids may be triplet (5=1) exciton states.1 The expected2 spin resonance characteristics of triplet exciton states-vanishing nuclear hyperfine structure, and nonvamshmg fine structure at low exciton concentrations, and exchange interactions between excitons-appear to have been observed in some charge-transfer TCNQ free-radical solids by Chestnut and Phillips,3 and may also have been observed by investigators at Stanford ina number ofother free-radical solids.4 In thepresent note we report anew experiment that supports the idea that the triplet excitations are mobile.
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Asingle crystal of (&PCH3)+(TCNQ) r kindly given to us by Chestnut and Phillips was x irradiated and subsequently showed the low-temperature (~-150 C) spin resonance spectrum illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . The two narrow lines have been interpreted previously as a fine structure splitting of an exciton state,1 and the broader line is the x-ray produced free radical.6 Figure   1 (b) shows the spectrum of the same sample atahigher temperature ( 115°C) where the relative tripletstate concentration (triplet/singlet) is higher of the order of a percent. The broadening of the fine-structure doublet (in undamaged samples) has already been attributed to exchange interactions between triplet states 3and in particular has been attributed to spin exchange collisions between mobile triplet excitons. Since exchange interaction between triplet states is not the only conceivable mechanism for the loss of fine structure splitting, itis significant that in Fig. 1 (b) the 5=1 free radical signal undergoes a comparable broad ening which in this case must almost certainly be due to exciton-free radical spin exchange. It is therefore likely that in undamaged samples the broadening and loss of the fine structure splitting is also due to spin exchange interactions between excitons.
The present experimental results further support the idea that the triplet excitons are mobile. That is, the free radical signal undergoes a marked and apparently homogeneous broadening at an exciton concentration of the order of a percent. Immobile and localized triplet excitations could hardly account for this broadening of the entire 5=| free radical signal. On the other hand, the observed free radical exchange broadening is quite compatible with the idea of highly mobile excitations, in which case the exciton-free radical exchange interac tion is approximately proportional to the exciton con centration and a nearest neighbor (free-radical) -(triplet state) exchange integral.
Further studies of radiation damage in these and PhyserS35; 1130 ((1961 ;^^^"** M" Man<k' J' Chem-'The identity of the free radical(s?) is not known at present. The close similarity of the free radical gfactor at selected crystal Trc^m™ t0^™™f th\exciton (Ag£±0.0005) suggests (TCNQ) , or (TCNQ).-where n is a small integer. However at certain crystal orientations, weak free radical fine structure splittings are observed that are somewhat similar to those we find in x-irradiated (<t>nPCH3)+l-.
